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The Future Circular Collider Innovation Study (FCCIS) project has received funding from the
European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant No 951754.
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Springer Nature – some fast facts
•

> 10,000 employees in some 50 countries worldwide

•

> 1 million article submissions per year

•

> 300,000 articles published per year (ca. 30% open access)

•

> 2,800 journals (ca. 600 fully open access)

•

> 300,000 books (> 10,000 new books annually)

•

> 1,000 open access books
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Own profile and interests
Team Leader Journals – Physics Editorial Department at Springer

particle & nuclear physics, quantum physics, theoretical & mathematical physics, history
of physics, complex systems
Member of the Steering Committee:
The European Physical Journal
Co-publication by Springer, EDPS and SIF
SAC: 25 national physical societies

Publishing Editor of SCOAP3 journals:
EPJC (SIF) and JHEP (SISSA)
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Own profile and interests
Science and Fiction book series
~50% popular science level books
~50% novels written by scientists

Particle Physics
Reference Library
New, open access
edition of a three
volume handbook:
Particle physics,
Accelerator Physics,
Detectors
Nov 24th:
https://indico.cern.ch/
event/970244/
Herwig Schopper
Christian Fabjan
Stephen Myers
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Participation in FCCIS working packages
WP4 Impact & Sustainability
- Socio-economics impact analysis
Lead: Markus Kaindl, Senior Manager Data Development - Product and Platform Group

Identifying and tracking the dissemination of the relevant literature using the
scholarly analytics platform Dimensions and the online conversation tracking tool
Altmetrics in collaboration with Holtzbrinck’s Digital Science.
WP5 Leverage & Engage
- Tools and Processes for massively collaborative writing of scientific documents
Lead: Katherine Arundell, Head of Innovation - Researcher Experience team

Design, in collaboration with Overleaf, of novel editing and publication workflows,
specifically for large documents written by many authors simultaneously
- Technical & scientific dissemination of published content
Lead: Christian Caron, Executive Publishing Editor, Physics Editorial Department

- Final design report(s) of FCCIS
- Material derived from FCC Weeks/Workshops/Physics Meetings
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Scientific dissemination of FCC projects since 2019
Physics Case & Conceptual Design Reports

FCC-hh: Volume 3
Downloads: 3059
Citations: 95

Physics Case: Volume 1
Downloads: 9555
Citations: 85

FCC-ee: Volume 2
Downloads: 3845
Citations: 85

HE-LHC: Volume 4
Downloads: 1938
Citations: 42
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Scientific dissemination of FCC projects since 2019
Physics Case & Conceptual Design Reports

FCC-ee: Volume 2
Downloads: 3845
Citations: 85
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Scientific dissemination of FCC projects since 2019
-

FCC/Springer Nature communications in collaboration with Katie Baker – Head of External Communications
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Scientific dissemination of FCC projects since 2019

Publication (31.10.2020) of the (open-access) book

The Economics of Big Science
Based on lectures given at the special session of the
FCC Week 2019
Promotional message in particular to many experts
from relevant OECD panels
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General aspects of scientific/technical dissemination
What services can be routinely expected
…from a leading STM publisher such as Springer Nature

Professional editing and
release of suitable material
through branded journals,
book series and databases

Availability and accessibility of content
through distribution deals & open access
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General aspects of scientific/technical dissemination
Discoverability and metrics:
through metadata and
abstracting & indexing databases

Marketing & PR
through newsletters, ToC alerts,
social media, research news, ….
research news,…
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Cooperating with relevant third-party service providers
through data repositories, Publons, Orcid, Altmetrics, InReview, SharedIt,…
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General aspects of scientific/technical dissemination
Where Springer Nature is a pioneering STM publisher:
Open Access transformation and ResearchGate Agreement

Transformative Read and Publish agreements

Simple idea: transform subscription budget into a “read & publish” (open access)
fee per paper (corresponding author from participating institutions)
(CERN is part of the Switzerland TRP / University of California next TRP in 2021)

Transformative Journals (suggested first by Springer Nature in May 2019)
Subset of hybrid journals made planS compatible by
- Actively promoting OA and committed to yearly increasing OA content
- Flip above 75% OA content
- Most hybrid/subscription Springer Nature journals to be submitted
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Pilot started in 2019
Long term
collaboration as of
Q4 2020

Benefits for researchers • Articles are brought directly to researchers on a platform they already use for
networking and collaborative purposes. • Researchers can be sure they are accessing the version of record
(VoR) of an article rather than a previous draft or unauthorised version. • The discoverability of articles on
ResearchGate is improved, making it easier for researchers to find relevant content.
Benefits for authors • On publication, Springer Nature automatically sends the VoR to ResearchGate who
automatically upload it to their publication page so that authors do not need to do this themselves.
• Springer Nature content that is syndicated to ResearchGate shows increased ‘reach’ (usage and
discoverability). • The partnership removes the need for authors to upload drafts or to worry about
breaching possible licensing agreements by uploading the VoR to ResearchGate .
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Specialized talks at this conference (FCC week)
WP5 Leverage & Engage Thursday 12th / 10h30:
EPJ Plus special issue: Overview and editorial workflows
WP5 Leverage & Engage Thursday 12th / 14h40:
Publishing of Proceedings - FCC week 2021 and beyond

